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REFLECTIONS

A MESSAGE FROM THE JOINT CHAIRS
AND THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
VOICES FOR CHANGE
Over the last year, we’ve made important progress towards our goal of
empowering the most vulnerable and marginalised women and girls helping them to make their voices heard, by widening our geographical
reach, strengthening existing partnerships and forming new ones.
Welcome to Voices for Change, our Annual Report for 2017/18. This was the first full year
of our five-year strategy, which has two main objectives: to work more closely with our sister
organisation Theatre for a Change Malawi, in support of their fantastic work with the most
marginalised and vulnerable groups; and to scale up our impact by working in partnership
with other international organisations who are interested in using our unique participatory
and drama-based approaches in their work.

OUR GOAL

THE EMPOWERMENT
OF THE MOST
VULNERABLE AND
MARGINALISED
WOMEN AND GIRLS

WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP IN FIVE NEW COUNTRIES
Our exciting new partnership with Voluntary Services Overseas (VSO) took us into five
new countries in 2017/18. In Bangladesh, Nepal, Rwanda, Swaziland and Tanzania, we worked
with teams of VSO staff and national volunteers to enable them to use our methodology to
address issues such as child marriage and HIV prevention.
We also continued our partnership with the dedicated facilitators and project officers of the
Women of Dignity Alliance in Ghana, who are in their fourth year of running a participatory
behaviour change project in Accra for women in sex work.

CHANGING THOUSANDS OF LIVES SINCE 2003
Since beginning our work in Ghana fifteen years ago, and our subsequent expansion into
Malawi - our principal area of operation, we are now working in a total of eight countries,
supported by many long-term and committed partners.
Most importantly, we’ve made an impact on the lives of thousands of participants.
In the last two years we have:
Supported 19,452 vulnerable women and girls to improve their sexual and reproductive
health and assert their rights.
Trained 3,270 teachers and facilitators how to use our methodology.
Reached 949,364 audience members with behaviour change and advocacy messages
through the use of Interactive Theatre and Interactive Radio Drama.
Underlying all our work, in 2017/18 and since we started, is our goal of empowering the
most vulnerable and marginalised women and girls, particularly in relation to their sexual
and reproductive health.
For the women and girls we work with, that means gaining a voice - and the confidence
to use it. Every year, more of our participants are making their voices heard - often for the
first time - in their schools and communities and at national level, where they can participate
in decision-making that affects their lives.
We hope you enjoy our Annual Report, and would like to thank you very warmly indeed if you
have supported us in any way over this last year. Without you, there would be fewer voices
raised for change.
Kay Chaston, Dominic Bailey and Patrick Young
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Kay Chaston
Joint Chair of the
Board of Trustees

Dominic Bailey
Joint Chair of the
Board of Trustees

Patrick Young
Executive Director
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OUR ORGANISATION

OUR PEOPLE

Theatre for a Change exists for the empowerment of the most vulnerable and
marginalised women and girls.

The focus of this report is Theatre for a Change Limited, a United Kingdom charity. Our
international partner, Theatre for a Change Malawi, is a legally independent organisation
with its own constitution, management committee and audited accounts.

WHAT WE DO
We work with vulnerable and marginalised women and girls who are at risk of poor sexual
and reproductive health, and who have limited opportunities to assert their rights, to enable
them to find their voice and transform their future.

HOW WE DO IT
We use a unique combination of drama and participatory learning to promote sustainable
behaviour and policy change; particularly focusing on improving the sexual and reproductive
health of our participants.
Our approach equips at-risk groups with the practical tools they need to make positive
changes to their lives and enables them to tell their stories through Interactive Theatre - which
transforms attitudes and affects decision making at local, national and international levels.

WHO WE ARE
We are a UK registered charity based in London and we work in partnership with Theatre
for a Change Malawi, an independently registered organisation in Malawi.
We employ facilitators from the UK and all over the world to deliver projects and to train
other organisations in how to implement innovative behaviour change and advocacy
initiatives. Our ethos as an organisation is rooted in our participants, who are at the heart
of everything we do. We value social justice, service, participation, honesty and openness,
integrity, responsibility and commitment.

FIFTEEN YEARS OF
CREATING CHANGE
Theatre for a Change was
founded by Patrick Young in
Ghana in 2003 as a response to
increasing rates of HIV/AIDS in
the country. In 2007, the growing
Ghanaian team was invited
to take its unique approach
to Malawi where they began
working with young teachers in
Teacher Training Colleges as
part of a pilot HIV prevention
project. Out of this, Theatre for
a Change Malawi was born.

OUR ORGANISATION

The Theatre for a Change
UK office (founded in 2011)
co-manages our current
projects in Ghana - working in
partnership with local facilitators,
and supports the work of our
partner organisation, Theatre
for a Change Malawi.

OUR TRUSTEES

The UK office also manages
our growing New Partnerships
Programme, which has
successfully brought Theatre
for a Change to the forefront
as an accredited training
organisation (Open College
Network London) over the past
two years. We offer training in
our pioneering methodology
promoting behaviour change
and advocacy with marginalised
groups to a range of partner
organisations worldwide.
Our methodology is
complemented by a robust
evidence base and a continuing
commitment to implementing
rigorous monitoring, evaluation
and learning techniques.
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VOICES FOR CHANGE
WORLDWIDE
A

BANGLADESH

SWAZILAND

F

SADIQ Interactive Theatre Training Participant
AT THE START OF THIS TRAINING I WASN’T SURE OF MYSELF AS A LEADER,
BUT NOW I FEEL CONFIDENT TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN MY COMMUNITY
THROUGH THEATRE.

B

SINDILE Interactive Theatre Training Participant
WE ARE THE VOICE FOR THE VOICELESS, THROUGH THEATRE FOR
A CHANGE YOU TOO HAVE A VOICE OF YOUR OWN. IT’S HIGH TIME
WE BROKE THIS BONDAGE OF OUR GREAT-GRANDPARENTS. LET’S
SPEAK UP AND LET PEOPLE HEAR OUR LOUD VOICES.

H

GHANA

TANZANIA

G

GRACE The Women of Dignity Alliance (WODA) Participant

SULEIMAN Interactive Theatre Training Participant

BEING WITH THE WODA TEAM HAS ENABLED ME TO EXPRESS MYSELF VERY WELL. I
USED TO BE SOMEONE WHO COULDN’T SPEAK UP WHEN I WAS ABUSED. THROUGH
BEING IN THE GROUP I WAS ABLE TO GET SUPPORT FROM THE OTHER WOMEN,
AND WAS ABLE TO LEAVE MY ABUSIVE BOYFRIEND. I KNOW MY RIGHTS NOW.

C

THEATRE FOR A CHANGE HAS COME UP AS A PLATFORM FOR
YOUTH, PARENTS AND TEENAGE GIRLS TO TALK ABOUT THEIR
ISSUES… (AND IS) A SHARP TOOL TO TRANSFORM ANY GENDER
VIOLENCE THROUGH VOICE.
D

MALAWI

UNITED KINGDOM

H

PARTICIPANT Tithandizane Project (Empowering Female Sex Workers)

REBECCA AND AMY Theatre for a Change Trainers
OUR INTERACTIVE THEATRE TRAINEES IN RWANDA EMBRACED
THE OPPORTUNITY TO PRACTICE GREATER OPENNESS - THEIR
CONFIDENCE IN INITIATING AND HOLDING CONVERSATIONS
ABOUT SEX GREW SO SIGNIFICANTLY THAT THEY WERE EAGER
TO CHALLENGE TABOOS WITHIN THEIR COMMUNITIES.

I THANK THEATRE FOR A CHANGE VERY MUCH. IT GAVE ME THE VISION
OF MY LIFE AND FUTURE. I AM ALWAYS READY, PROTECTED, CONFIDENT
AND SELF-RELIANT.

D

NEPAL

A

B

PRAMILA Interactive Theatre Training Participant
AT THE BEGINNING I DIDN’T KNOW WHAT STORY DEVISING WAS, BUT
AFTER A FEW DAYS WITH THE TRAINING I REALISED THAT IT’S OUR STORY,
AND THAT WHAT WE SAY AND HOW WE OVERCOME THINGS IS UP TO US.

E

E
G

RWANDA
C

JOB Interactive Theatre Training Participant
WE ARE THE VOICE OF OUR COMMUNITY, AND THE IMPORTANT THING IS
THAT WE KNOW EXACTLY WHAT IS HAPPENING IN OUR OWN SOCIETY... SO,
IT IS OUR DUTY TO RAISE OUR VOICES... IT’S UP TO US TO USE STORIES TO
CHALLENGE THE CULTURE AND CHANGE THE MINDSET OF SOCIETY.
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OUR METHODOLOGY

OUR OBJECTIVES

OUR THEORY OF CHANGE

OUR APPROACH
Our approach is currently
being used in eight countries Bangladesh, Ghana, Malawi,
Nepal, Rwanda, Swaziland,
Tanzania and the UK. We have
also worked in the USA, the
Democratic Republic of Congo,
Burkina Faso, Cote d’Ivoire,
Senegal and South Africa,
among others.
Over the past fifteen years, Theatre for a Change has developed a unique and proven
approach to working with at-risk groups which combines drama and participatory learning
to promote behaviour and policy change. We make the process of change an engaging,
personal and social experience which makes an impact and can be sustained at individual,
group and community levels.
Our innovative methodology is complemented by an extensive and continually expanding
evidence base, an accredited curriculum (Open College Network London) and a group of
core facilitators who are trained to share our approach worldwide.

INDIVIDUAL CHANGE
I AM
Confident
Resilient
I CAN
Communicate effectively
Assert my rights

We have shared our approach
with external organisations
including Voluntary Service
Overseas (VSO), Amnesty
International, Save the
Children, the British Red Cross,
Oxfam and Irise International.

LEGISLATIVE
THEATRE

OBJECTIVE ONE: BEHAVIOUR CHANGE

When Interactive Theatre
is focused on a particular
law or policy, it is known as
Legislative Theatre. Through
this approach, marginalised
people gain a voice, and
people in power find out what
it is like to face their struggles.

We see knowledge, attitudes and skills as essential tools for behaviour change. In a workshop
setting, using voice, body and space, participants share experiences to improve knowledge and
understanding of the challenges that affect their sexual and reproductive health and gender
rights. Role plays, living sculptures, dramas and other improvisation activities allow participants
to explore the attitudes that lead them to risk. Participants practise the skills they need to
bring about change with the support of their group. Positive behaviours are developed in
interactive dramas, where participants take control of the action to create safe, achievable
solutions to real-life situations.

Our methodology was
influenced by Augusto Boal’s
Forum Theatre techniques, the
educational theory of Paulo
Freire, and Robert Chambers’
insights into participatory
learning and action.

OBJECTIVE TWO: POLICY CHANGE
Our activities often use a circle a shape where all participants
are equal in space.

SOCIAL CHANGE
POWER HOLDERS
Protect our rights
Act on our concerns
Give us equitable access
to education, health
and justice
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OUR THEORY
OF CHANGE

GROUP CHANGE
WE ARE
Supportive of each other
Stronger and safer together
WE CAN
Influence people who
hold power

To ensure that all voices are
heard in a group we use a
focus ball - everyone must
listen to the person holding
the ball until they pass it on.

None of our projects take place in a vacuum. We believe it is important to involve the
communities and power holders in the process of change. Using Interactive Theatre,
groups of participants are able to tell their stories, in their own words, to people who they
need to hear them; this could include their families, community members, service providers
or decision makers at all levels of society.
The audience gathers in a circle and, in the midst of them, the group acts out a scenario
where they have been put at risk. They then invite their audience to suggest how the story
could have played out differently. The audience will ‘touch-tag’ into the scene and assume
a character, changing the course of events. Together the group explores solutions, and the
authorities in the audience realise the challenges facing the group. They are asked what they
could do to prevent this, and to commit to implementing policies that will stop the situation
from happening again in the future. Often for the first time, the voices of the marginalised
have been heard by those in power.

Photos bottom left and top right copyright Jean Bizimana for Taking Pictures, Changing Lives
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OUR IMPACT

GHANA
THE WOMEN OF DIGNITY ALLIANCE (WODA)

We want to enable our participants to make a change in their lives, and we want to measure
the quality and quantity of this change. We use baseline and endline data, triangulating between
qualitative and quantitative indicators, to understand how participants are making specific changes
to their knowledge, attitudes and skills around a topic.
This information helps us to understand when our projects are working, and when they are not. We
respond to this information by adapting our work to improve our quality. We also work with external
evaluators to better understand the long-term changes our projects are making in people’s lives.

SNAPSHOT OF 2017/18 RESULTS
MALAWI
Our Mobile Health Clinic distributed 252,517
male condoms to female sex workers, their clients and
community members across Lilongwe, and carried out
5,244 tests for HIV and sexually transmitted infections.

10 0 %

Our Teacher Training Project saw the sexual and
reproductive health (SRH) knowledge of the young,
pre-service teachers we train significantly increase - they
answered 64% of SRH questions correctly at baseline,
and 100% of questions correctly at endline.

We have now brought 80 at-risk girls who had dropped
out of school, or who had never been in school, back to
education through our Right To Learn Project - enabling
them to build a brighter future.

A milestone total of 4,000
community members now
reached with WODA Interactive
Theatre performances around
sexual and reproductive health.
Performances include access to
free condoms and HIV testing
for all audience members.

80% of WODA

members are reporting
using condoms with
non-paying partners
and boyfriends.

WODA facilitators
trained 728 professionals
across a range of
relevant industries in child
protection - enabling them
to understand and help to
combat child sexual abuse
and trafficking.

NEW PARTNERSHIPS PROGRAMME

In the past 12 months we have expanded into
5 new countries of operation.

96 youth leaders trained to facilitate Interactive

Theatre in their communities.

Over 24,000 community members reached
through Interactive Theatre performances promoting
health-seeking attitudes, behaviours and policies.
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OUR STRATEGY

SAFEGUARDING

This has been the first full year of our five-year strategic plan, which takes us through to
2021. This strategy sees the Theatre for a Change UK team focusing on two main areas.
These areas are outlined below, along with our progress towards meeting our goals:

READ OUR
SAFEGUARDING
POLICY

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE ONE

To read the Theatre for
a Change UK Child and
Vulnerable Adult Safeguarding
Policy, please click here.

Strengthening the organisational capacity of our sister organisation, Theatre for a
Change Malawi, in its journey towards greater sustainability - financially and technically,
and continuing to build the Theatre for a Change partnership into one of mutually
supportive and collaborating entities.

PROGRESS
The Theatre for a Change UK and Malawi teams have been closely collaborating this year
to further improve the quality of the existing systems within Theatre for a Change Malawi,
particularly in terms of operational functionality. The team are taking on progressively
prominent leadership roles, and work has begun to attract funding from within Malawi to
increase financial sustainability.
Theatre for a Change has been awarded the second phase of the Department for International
Development (DFID) Girls’ Education Challenge project, Leave No Girl Behind - enabling girls
to get into supportive learning environments. The Malawian team are ensuring that our projects
are being embedded within existing education and health systems through the signing of a new
Memorandum of Understanding with the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology, which
joins our existing Memorandum of Understanding with the Ministry of Health.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE TWO

Growing our innovation, impact and income through partnerships with organisations who want
to use our methodology for the empowerment of vulnerable women and girls. This includes
developing strategic partnerships with institutional partners worldwide, and implementing joint
programmes with them. We are building the quality and quantity of Theatre for a Change trained
facilitators who can help to deliver these programmes, and are improving our measurement of
impact by developing and standardising new models for gathering data on behaviour change.

PROGRESS
Our New Partnerships Programme has gone from strength to strength this year. Our primary
partnership, with Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO), has seen us jointly implementing our
pioneering Interactive Theatre Training Project in five new countries. This project has
educated and empowered marginalised young people around their sexual and reproductive
health rights - promoting sustainable behaviour change and community-led advocacy.

Since Theatre for a Change started in 2003, it has been our priority to ensure that our
participants, particularly vulnerable children, are safe from abuse, violence or exploitation.
We first articulated this by having a Child Protection Policy, which detailed what staff are
expected to do to respond appropriately in a situation where a child has been, or is at risk of
being, abused physically or sexually.
Over the last two years, we have broadened our work in this area to include a more
comprehensive approach, and also to include our work with vulnerable adults. Our
Safeguarding Policy for Children and Vulnerable Adults encompasses the behaviours and
values that underpin our work, as well as the whistleblowing and reporting procedures.
All staff in Malawi and the UK receive regular training in the Safeguarding Policy, particularly
how to report concerns they may have about the safety of a child or adult. In Ghana, we have
worked closely with our partner, the Women of Dignity Alliance, to provide training to staff
through the National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children. All consultants and
partner organisations are expected to read and sign the policy and to be part of ensuring that
children and vulnerable adults have safe environments in which to work with us.
We are currently working on ensuring that the safety of participants is prioritised in every area
of our work, whether it’s in programme delivery, working with partners, training or in budgeting.
In the coming year, the leadership teams in each country that we work in will have a nominated
Safeguarding Manager, as will our Boards in the UK and Malawi.

We have successfully begun to train facilitators to help deliver our New Partnerships
Programme, with five facilitators implementing workshops for the Interactive Theatre
Training Project with VSO. A detailed partnership report was published to share the results
of this project widely - a significant step towards improving our processes for measuring
and communicating our impact through behaviour change data.

We know that we are working in a sector where abuse has been found to occur, sometimes
by the very people who should be providing the protection and safeguarding to children and
vulnerable adults. At Theatre for a Change, providing safe environments for our participants,
and respecting their rights, along with understanding power dynamics and how they can be
abused, have been fundamental to who we are, and what we do.

We look forward to continuing to focus on these important objectives in the most effective
and impactful way, and to keeping you updated on our progress. As always, we will ensure
that we continue to put the empowerment of the most vulnerable and marginalised
women and girls at the forefront of everything we do.

We have a culture of zero tolerance of abuse, where it is prevented wherever possible, and, if
it does occur, it is reported and followed up as effectively as possible. Above all else, we want
to be honest about how this is being manifested on a daily basis, and what we can do to
strengthen and reinforce that culture.
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NEW PARTNERSHIPS PROGRAMME
WHAT IS INTERACTIVE
THEATRE FOR JUSTICE?
Interactive Theatre for Justice
is a type of performance that
seeks the audience’s help in
creating justice for the main
character in the story.

In 2015 we launched our New Partnerships Programme - designed to increase the number
of marginalised groups who gain a voice on individual and societal levels worldwide. Theatre
for a Change offers training and technical support to partner organisations in the use of
interactive workshops, performances and radio broadcasts for behaviour and policy change.
This year, our New Partnerships Programme has been implementing Interactive Theatre
Training Projects in five new countries in partnership with Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO).

BANGLADESH
In September 2017, we travelled to Dhaka, Bangladesh and trained a group of seven female
and ten male youth club members, all working with Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO). The
training helped to build the core capacity of the team to devise, perform and facilitate
Interactive Theatre for Justice in their communities.

During the performance, the
audience is shown a real
situation happening in their
community that involves
an element of injustice. The
audience is then asked to
suggest ways to help the main
character get justice for what
has happened to them.
Audience members are
invited on stage to make
these changes as characters
in the story. The performance
ends with power holders in
the audience committing to
enacting these changes in
the community.

The team is now using Interactive Theatre for Justice to end child marriage and promote
girls’ education and gender equality in Dinajpur and Bagerhat districts. The response from
the communities has been extremely encouraging, and many communities have been moved
to make collective commitments to ensuring their own daughters are not married early, and
to stop marriages if they are going ahead.
I HAVE NEVER SEEN ANYTHING LIKE WHAT I HAVE SEEN TODAY. THE CALIBRE
OF THE ACTING, THE IMPROVISATION AND THE AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION… IT IS
THROUGH IMPORTANT WORK LIKE THIS THAT TOGETHER WE UNDERSTAND AND
EMPOWER OUR COMMUNITY TO WORK FOR OUR YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN. CHILD
MARRIAGE, AS YOU ALL HAVE HEARD AND SEEN TODAY, IS A VERY SERIOUS ISSUE.
DR ROSENA ALLIN-KHAN, MP
Speaking after seeing our Interactive Theatre for Justice performance on child
marriage in Bangladesh
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NEPAL
In February 2018, we trained a group of sixteen female and four male participants in Pokhara,
Nepal as part of VSO Nepal’s Sisters for Sisters’ Education Project, which helps vulnerable
girls overcome barriers that prevent them from attending school. Participants were a
combination of Community Mobilisers, Big Sisters and Community Engagement and
Leadership Coordinators. The training helped this group develop Interactive Theatre for
Justice facilitation and performance skills, so that they can use performances to change
community attitudes and norms in support of girls’ education and changing harmful
cultural practices.
Several audience members have reported that their views of child marriage have changed
as a result of the performances. The mayor in one district made a commitment to include
a specific budget for girls’ education to reduce child marriage - in order to overcome the
situation of married girls not being eligible for a scholarship. Headteachers, parents, chiefs
of police, and district council people are some of the other people who have committed to
using their power to end child marriage in their communities.
I COULD REALLY FEEL THE PERFORMANCE. I HAD LITTLE KNOWLEDGE OF CHILD
MARRIAGE, BUT SEEING THE PERFORMANCE GAVE ME MORE KNOWLEDGE, AND THE
REALISATION THAT FROM NOW ON, I CAN SPREAD THE MESSAGE AMONGST MY
RELATIVES AND FRIENDS THAT CHILD MARRIAGE IS WRONG.
AUDIENCE MEMBER, NEPAL
BEING A HUMAN BEING, BEING A LADY, AND NOW ALSO BEING A REPRESENTATIVE,
IT’S MY RESPONSIBILITY TO ENSURE THAT EVERYTHING IN MY MUNICIPALITY
GOES RIGHT, AND NO RIGHTS SHOULD BE VIOLATED. WE WILL TAKE STRICT STEPS
AGAINST CHILD MARRIAGE.
SALMA KHATUN, DEPUTY MAYOR, POKHARIYA MUNICIPALITY, NEPAL
Speaking after seeing our Interactive Theatre for Justice performance on child marriage

RWANDA
We led a three-week training in Kigali, Rwanda in January 2018 for a group of ten
female and nine male VSO youth leaders in Nyagatare, Gasabo, Nyarugenge and
Kicukiro districts. The training focused on how to use Interactive Theatre to promote
honest and open communication about sexual health between parents and their ten
to fourteen-year-old children.

SEE US IN ACTION
To watch an inspiring short
film about our work with VSO,
led by the voices of our
participants, please click here.

FIRSTLY, THE TRAINING IMPACTED MY BEHAVIOUR ABOUT TALKING ABOUT
SEXUAL AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH. I AM LOOKING TO TOTALLY CHANGE MY
BEHAVIOUR. I CAME TO THIS TRAINING NOT UNDERSTANDING HOW I MIGHT BECOME
A FACILITATOR IN THEATRE, BUT NOW I FEEL CONFIDENT THAT I CAN CONTRIBUTE
TO COMMUNITY BEHAVIOUR CHANGES.
INTERACTIVE THEATRE TRAINING PARTICIPANT, RWANDA
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NEW PARTNERSHIPS PROGRAMME
SOMETIMES YOU COME
ACROSS PARTNERSHIPS
THAT REALLY DO BLOW
YOU AWAY... I’M DEEPLY
IMPRESSED WITH
THE WORK VSO AND
THEATRE FOR A CHANGE
ARE DOING.
DR ROSENA ALLIN-KHAN, MP

SWAZILAND
In February 2018, we trained a group of seven female and thirteen male VSO youth
leaders from Red Cross and Family Life Association of Swaziland (FLAS) to use Interactive
Theatre to promote safe sex, HIV testing and gender equality. The youth leaders are now
implementing performances in their communities across the country.
NOW I’VE GOT THE KNOWLEDGE ABOUT SEXUAL AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH,
AND NOW I’VE GOT THE FACILITATION SKILLS - THIS MAKES A PERFECT MATCH.
IF I HAVE CHANGED, I WILL BRING CHANGE TO THE COMMUNITY.
INTERACTIVE THEATRE TRAINING PARTICIPANT, SWAZILAND

TANZANIA
We led a three-week training in Lindi, Tanzania in January 2018 for eight female and
twelve male VSO youth leaders. The training focused on how to use Interactive Theatre
for reducing teen pregnancy in Lindi region, which has one of the highest teen pregnancy
rates in Tanzania.
The group identified three influences on girls’ behaviour in the community - parents,
traditional leaders, and men and boys. The performances showed the consequences
of these influences on girls’ behaviour, and helped communities explore alternative
attitudes to supporting girls’ education and reducing pressure on them to get pregnant
at an early age.

THIS WORK TEACHES
YOU THAT THERE IS
NO SUCH THING AS
THE VOICELESS - ONLY
THE UNHEARD. CHANGE
HAPPENS WHEN A
PERSON BEGINS TO
REALISE THAT THEY
TOO HAVE A VOICE
WORTH LISTENING
TO, AND SOMETHING
IMPORTANT TO SAY.

RYAN BORCHERDING,
NEW PARTNERSHIPS PROGRAMME
MANAGER

OUR PARTNER IN GHANA
THE WOMEN OF DIGNITY ALLIANCE (WODA)
Under the umbrella of the New Partnerships Programme, The Women of Dignity Alliance
(WODA) supports female sex workers, with members living in the Old Fadama slum,
Railways slum and Jamestown in Accra, Ghana.
Now in its fourth year of operation, Theatre for a Change trained facilitator Susana Dartey
has created a growing network where women can feel safe, supported and empowered.
During 2017/2018 WODA expanded to seventy members, and continued to run a range of
activities, facilitated by eight former participants. These included fortnightly participatory
behaviour change workshops, savings groups and health checks.
Twelve WODA members have been trained to perform Interactive Theatre, using their
experiences to advocate for their rights in their communities. The performances are
accompanied by peer education from other members and the provision of free condoms
and HIV testing and counselling for audience members.
Highlights in the last year include:
80% of WODA members are now using comprehensive family planning and condoms
with male clients and non-paying partners.
A reduction in the number of WODA members having unsafe abortions.
Increasing support from the community, with WODA members reporting reduced stigma.
A milestone total of 4,000 community members now reached with WODA Interactive
Theatre performances around sexual and reproductive health issues, and advocating
for rights for women in sex work.
An increase in the number of WODA members enrolling in vocational skills training.
WODA facilitators trained 728 professionals across a range of relevant industries in
child protection - enabling them to understand and help to combat child sexual abuse
and trafficking. Training participants included police officers, immigration officers, health
workers, hotel staff, tour operators, long distance lorry drivers and charity workers. These
trainings were the result of a two-year funded partnership with the NSPCC and statutory
agencies in Accra to reduce modern day child slavery.

THE TRAINING WILL CHANGE ME. I CAN PASS ON MY KNOWLEDGE TO THE OTHER
PEOPLE IN THE COMMUNITY, AND TOGETHER WE CAN BRING THE CHANGE THAT
WE ALL WANT TO SEE.
INTERACTIVE THEATRE TRAINING PARTICIPANT, TANZANIA
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OUR PARTNER IN MALAWI
THEATRE FOR A CHANGE MALAWI

Over the course of the past year, we have continued to support Theatre for a Change Malawi
to deliver the following projects:

EMPOWERING FEMALE SEX WORKERS

TEACHER TRAINING

Empowering female sex workers in Lilongwe, Kasungu and Salima to improve their sexual
and reproductive health and advocate for their rights through peer-facilitated participatory
behaviour change workshops and the use of Interactive Theatre. Through a partnership with
the Microloan Foundation, we also enable participants to seek alternative forms of income
through business skills training and access to village savings loans.

TIPHUNZITSANE - ‘LET’S TEACH’
Empowering young, pre-service teachers in government and private Teacher Training Colleges
across Malawi to improve their own sexual and reproductive health, and training them in the
use of our methodology to improve the health and safety of the students they go on to teach.

MAKING SCHOOLS SAFER FOR CHILDREN
UFULU WOPHUNZIRA - ‘RIGHT TO LEARN’

Enabling teachers in 30 primary schools in Phalombe District, trained as Agents of Change, to
facilitate participatory behaviour change workshops (Girls’ Club, Literacy Club and School
Council) around sexual and reproductive health for their students. With our support, Agents of
Change also work alongside headteachers, community members and authorities to reduce
gender-based violence and discrimination in their schools and communities, and to bring
affected girls who are out of school back into education.
GIRLS’ CLUB HAS IMPROVED MY CONFIDENCE. I NOW LOOK AT THE PERSON I’M
TALKING TO WITHOUT FEAR.
GIRLS’ CLUB PARTICIPANT BROUGHT BACK TO SCHOOL

TITHANDIZANE - ‘LET’S SUPPORT EACH OTHER’

AFTER WE HAD BEEN TRAINED BY THEATRE FOR A CHANGE WE LEARNT HOW TO
USE AND ENTICE A MAN TO USE A CONDOM. AFTER WE HAD EXPLAINED TO THE MEN,
THEY ALSO HAVE LEARNT TO USE A CONDOM, EVEN WHEN THEY SLEEP WITH OTHERS.
—
BEFORE WE WERE DISCRIMINATED UPON BECAUSE OF THE NATURE OF OUR WORK,
BUT THROUGH PERFORMING OF INTERACTIVE THEATRE IN OUR COMMUNITY, PEOPLE
ARE NOW AWARE OF OUR RIGHTS AS SEX WORKERS.
TITHANDIZANE PARTICIPANTS

SUPPORTING SEXUALLY EXPLOITED
AND AT-RISK GIRLS

TINGATHE - ‘WE CAN DO IT’

INTERACTIVE RADIO DRAMA
TISINTHE - ‘LET’S CHANGE’
Improving the sexual and reproductive health of communities across Malawi through
broadcasting the Interactive Radio Drama show Tisinthe! We broadcast Interactive Radio
Dramas through the Tisinthe! show for a variety of different audiences, who have formed
listening clubs. Audiences include primary school children and their teachers and parents,
trainee teachers, police officers and female sex workers.
This year we received a record total of 18,293 text messages from audience members
taking part in our Interactive Radio Dramas. Audience members also phone in to the studio
to become a character in the drama and explore solutions to the issues raised, together
with our radio performers.

MOBILE HEALTH CLINIC
TILIPO - ‘WE ARE HERE’

Providing HIV testing and counselling, sexual and reproductive health services and essential
medication at the most at risk ‘hotspot’ areas of Lilongwe through our lifesaving Mobile Health
Clinic. The Clinic serves female sex workers, sexually exploited girls and the wider community
in which they work - reaching over 6,000 people each year. The Clinic also serves participants
in our behaviour change workshops for pre-service teachers at Teacher Training Colleges,
women in sex work and sexually exploited girls, and audience members at our community
Interactive Theatre performances.
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Outreach, safety and support for out of school girls, and sexually exploited girls living in
bars and brothels, including participatory behaviour change workshops, education and
livelihoods training.
WHEN YOU ARE BEATEN BY A BOYFRIEND, YOU NEED TO STAND UP AND TELL HIM
THAT HE DOESN’T HAVE THE RIGHT TO BEAT YOU, AND THAT’S CONFIDENCE.
—
I HAVE MORE FRIENDS NOW THAN BEFORE, AND THAT CAN MAKE ME FEEL SAFE
WITH PEOPLE TO GO TO.
TINGATHE PARTICIPANTS

PROTECTING THE RIGHTS OF
SEXUALLY EXPLOITED GIRLS

AMPLIFYCHANGE

Strengthening the capacity of community child protection teams in Lilongwe, and the victims of
sexual exploitation whom they support, to advocate to key decision-makers (including bar owners,
the police, city councillors and parliamentarians) - demanding that they uphold and implement
laws which protect the sexual, reproductive and human rights of girls. This new project will
create an evidence base and contribute to national action plans, and will raise awareness of rights
violations through the use of techniques such as Interactive Theatre and Interactive Radio Drama.

Top and second from bottom photos copyright Adam Dickens for Taking Pictures, Changing Lives
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OUR FUTURE

MAKING VOICES HEARD
NEW PARTNERSHIPS
Over the coming year we will be delivering training to partner organisations in:
Sustainable Behaviour Change: designed to support organisations that wish to
engage participants in a more active, physical and experiential learning process
that brings about long-term change, driven by the needs of specific contexts.
Participatory Advocacy: for organisations who want to enable marginalised groups
to advocate for their own rights, and have a say in the formal and informal policies
that affect their lives. Interactive Theatre for Justice is a unique approach that enables
these marginalised voices to be heard by local and national power holders, and
thereby catalyse change at policy level.
Interactive Radio Drama: designed to enable these voices to be heard on nationwide
platforms, this programme enables audiences to directly voice their ideas for improving
the rights of marginalised groups.
We look forward to an exciting year ahead developing new partnerships with organisations
who want to use our methodology for achieving their goals in sexual and reproductive
health. We will be building our existing partnerships with organisations like Voluntary
Service Overseas (VSO), with whom we are working in five countries in sub-Saharan
Africa, and South, and Southeast, Asia.

MALAWI
Theatre for a Change has been awarded the second phase of the Department for
International Development (DFID) Girls’ Education Challenge project, Leave No Girl Behind.
This will build on our work with out of school girls and enable them to get into supportive
learning environments and have improved sexual and reproductive health.
The Malawian team will continue to consolidate the quality of their existing operations
whilst working alongside the Government of Malawi to ensure that projects are being
embedded within existing health and education systems. We have just signed a new
Memorandum of Understanding with the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology,
which joins our existing Memorandum of Understanding with the Ministry of Health.

GHANA
Our new approach to working through the Women of Dignity Alliance (WODA) is proving
to be very effective – there is a high level of ownership of the project by the women who
are running it. We will be building our partnership with the NSPCC to develop the capacity
of our project officers and facilitators, as well as our partners in the police and social
welfare, to better meet the needs of sexually exploited girls.

UK
The coming year will be the second year of our five-year strategic plan, which takes us
through to 2021. We will be building on the success of the New Partnerships Programme
in the five new countries of operation with VSO, and supporting the team in Malawi with the
new Leave No Girl Behind project. We will continue to grow our funding streams from trusts
and foundations and develop the communication of our work to external audiences.
In this way, we will be able to better support the work of our partners in Malawi and Ghana,
and to be able to manage the development of new partnerships in new geographies.
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FINANCIAL REVIEW 2017/2018
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES

(INCORPORATING AN INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT) FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2018
Unrestricted Funds
£

Restricted Funds
£

Total Funds 2018
£

Total Funds 2017
£

Grants and donations

17,574

361,145

378,719

1,281,255

Earned from charitable activities

31,414

-

31,414

-

48,988

361,145

410,133

1,281,255

2,645

4,288

6,933

23,355

Charitable activities (including governance costs)

46,054

750,803

796,857

1,258,430

Total Resources Expended

48,699

755,091

803,790

1,281,785

ANONYMOUS 22.5%
DONATIONS 3.8%
THE BRYAN GUINNESS CHARITABLE TRUST 0.8%

INCOMING RESOURCES

Total Incoming Resources
RESOURCES EXPENDED

CAPITAL GROUP 1.2%
COMIC RELIEF 22.5%

INCOME
2017/2018
£410,133

Cost of generating funds

RECONCILIATION OF FUNDS
Net income / (expenditure) and
net movement in funds for the year

EVAN CORNISH FOUNDATION 1.7%
MEDICOR FOUNDATION 30.5%
THE MERCURY PHOENIX TRUST 1.8%
THE NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION
OF CRUELTY TO CHILDREN (NSPCC) 3.8%
ST JAMES’S PLACE FOUNDATION 2.4%
VOLUNTARY SERVICE OVERSEAS (VSO) 7.5%
GREENBACK ALAN (DONATED SERVICES) 1.5%

289

(393,946)

(393,657)

(530)

Total funds brought forward

64,531

569,666

634,197

634,727

Total funds carried forward

64,820

175,720

240,540

634,197

2018
£

2017
£

244,720

635,860

(4,180)

(1,663)

NET CURRENT ASSETS

240,540

634,197

EXPENDITURE
2017/2018

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES

240,540

634,197

£803,790

Unrestricted funds

64,820

64,531

Restricted funds

175,720

569,666

240,540

634,197

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 MARCH 2018

CURRENT ASSETS
CURRENT LIABILITIES

COST OF GENERATING FUNDS 0.9%
CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES 99.1%

THE FUNDS OF THE CHARITY

Total Charity Funds

Theatre for a Change Limited is a company limited by guarantee incorporated on 26 September 2003. Its governing documents are the Memorandum and Articles of Association.
The Memorandum of Association includes the objects of Theatre for a Change UK:
1. The advancement of the education and health of marginalised communities in the UK and abroad by the use of performing arts including but not limited to the arts of drama, mime, dance, singing and music.
2. Such other charitable purposes as the directors at their absolute discretion shall decide.
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THANK YOU
Theatre for a Change would like to offer sincere thanks to all the individuals who
have donated to our work over the past year, as well as those who have generously
volunteered their time, energy and expertise to support the organisation.

GREENBACK ALAN

THE THEATRE
FOR A CHANGE
PERFORMANCE…
CREATED LOTS OF
DISCUSSIONS, BUILT
UNDERSTANDING
OF THE NEEDS AND
ASPIRATIONS OF
YOUNG PEOPLE AND
INSPIRED MANY TO
CONTINUE MAKING A
DIFFERENCE.

MEDICOR FOUNDATION

DAWN HOYLE, COUNTRY
DIRECTOR, VSO TANZANIA

Thanks must also go to the following generous partners for their continued vital
support for our work:
ANONYMOUS FOUNDATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS
CAPITAL GROUP
COMIC RELIEF
EVAN CORNISH FOUNDATION
GHANA INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION

MISHCON DE REYA
PETER STEBBINGS MEMORIAL CHARITY
ST. JAMES’S PLACE CHARITABLE FOUNDATION
TAKING PICTURES, CHANGING LIVES
THE ALLAN AND NESTA FERGUSON CHARITABLE TRUST
THE BRYAN GUINNESS CHARITABLE TRUST
THE MERCURY PHOENIX TRUST
THE NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO CHILDREN (NSPCC)
THE RHODODENDRON TRUST
VOLUNTARY SERVICE OVERSEAS (VSO)

www.tfacafrica.com
info@tfacafrica.com
@tfacafrica
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I FELT LIKE
I BELONG, I
CAN DO IT...
WE ARE GIVEN
THE CHANCE
TO SPEAK,
TO SAY WHAT
WE FEEL.
PARTICIPANT, SWAZILAND

